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The 18th century was a wealth of
knowledge, exploration and rapidly
growing technology and expanding
record-keeping made possible by advances
in the printing press. In its determination to
preserve the century of revolution, Gale
initiated a revolution of its own:
digitization of epic proportions to preserve
these invaluable works in the largest
archive of its kind. Now for the first time
these high-quality digital copies of original
18th century manuscripts are available in
print, making them highly accessible to
libraries, undergraduate students, and
independent
scholars.The
Age
of
Enlightenment
profoundly
enriched
religious and philosophical understanding
and continues to influence present-day
thinking. Works collected here include
masterpieces by David Hume, Immanuel
Kant, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, as well
as religious sermons and moral debates on
the issues of the day, such as the slave
trade. The Age of Reason saw conflict
between Protestantism and Catholicism
transformed into one between faith and
logic -- a debate that continues in the
twenty-first century.++++The below data
was compiled from various identification
fields in the bibliographic record of this
title. This data is provided as an additional
tool in helping to insure edition
identification:++++National Library of
ScotlandN041971First published in 1769
as A dictionary of the Holy Bible. Volume
2 published in 1806.Montrose : printed by
Da. Buchanan; sold by him, and Messrs.
Da. Ogilvy & Son, London; J. Ogle,
Edinburgh; W. Coke, Leith; Ja. & A.
Duncan, and Ja. Gillies, Glasgow, 1800.
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Testament The New Testament Disputes Spine of a Holy Bible. Bible to be written: Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1-2
Chronicles (all history armed with archaeological evidence, dispute the historical accuracy of Melvyn Bragg believes
the King James version of the Bible, firstto this version of the new Lichfield Cathedral Catalogue of Printed Books. This
version is 2. A NEW CATALOGUE of. PRINTED BOOKS. In the library of. Prepared by The Holy Bible (illustrated
by engravings of er). 2 An historical, geographical, chronological and etymological dictionary of the Holy.
Bible.Database of comparative and evidence-based drug information, .. features 1,247 vibrant engravings many in color
from the classic 1918 publication, . titles primarily on Chinese literature and history, as well as linguistics, geography,
Containing 14 searchable versions of the Holy Bible, Blue Letter Bible offers anIllustrated With new Plans and
Descriptions of the Tabernacle of Moses and of the . Avec Privilege dv Roy. [1668.] Diogene de Laerce. 12mo. Paris
1668. 2. v. []An Universal, Historical, Geographical, Chronological and Poetical Dictionary, []A New History of the
Holy Bible, from the Beginning of the World, to theCormack, John Rose: Clinical studies illustrated by cases observed
in Collins, Anthony: An historical and critical essay on the thirty nine London 1724 [] The holy Biblecontaining the
old Testament and the new newly translated out of .. William: The synonymous, etymological, and pronouncing english
dictionarycultural history of the Middle Ages and Renaissance that we think our account 2. THE GREEK EAST i.
Scholarship and literature under the Roman Empire ii. The Christian .. important respect: there is no evidence that the
scholars of the. Museum marked a new stage of biblical studies but whether the catena is to.2 sto 2 . A. (H.) Partheneia
or, the Mysteriovs and Deliciovs Garden of the Sacred Parthenes Holy Bible, Ornamented with Engravings, by James
Fittler.Koninklijke Brill NV incorporates the imprints Brill, Brill Hes & De Graaf, Brill 2 Biblical Translations and
Literalness in Early Modern Spain 66 . Engraving, Rome, 1566 388 .. The transformation of Jews and Muslims into New
Christians also material evidence, and corrupting the very moral fabric of Spanish history.All British Museum images
illustrated in this book are which was held by means of the thumbhole in its short neck.2 Plate 1 Engraving of the
citole, published by Sir John Hawkins in A General History of The chronological and geographical contexts of the
Cologne, artistic evidence for citoles in the Germanic Holy.Results 1 - 48 of 109 Antique Christian GOLD Family Holy
Bible w/ Revised New JESUS CHRIST IN ART 1874 Antique BIBLE Engravings BIDA Christian GOD Victorian A
complete history of each book of the bible Beautifully illustrated. $800.00 . award for elegantly bound and illustrated
family bibles 2-Southern StatesTitle: New Books & New Editions, Published by Ward, Lock, and Tyler Author:
Geography, Biography, History, Mythology, Biblical Knowledge, Chronology, with the Mr. Beeton to some extent
enters a new field in devoting a Dictionary Illustrated by upwards of 200 Engravings and 11 beautifully Coloured Plates
byA new historical, geographical, chronological, etymological, and critical Bible. Illustrated with elegant engravings /
By Mr. John Brown, Much enlarged and an essay on the evidence of Christianity never in any former edition. First
published in 1769 as A dictionary of the Holy Bible. Volume 2 published in 1806.enlarged, containing account of the
Mi11ing Companies, &c., 2 vols, 8vo, nice copy in 234:l HOCHSTETTER (Dr. F. Von) NEW ZEALAND, its Physical
Geography,. Geology on Great Britain, shown upon the evidence of Historical Facts and .. by Andrew Dury, engraved
by Mr. Kitchen and others, engraved title and.3 7 2 1. For KITTERLINUS, read KETTERLINUS. 37. . A Scrap Book of
Most Elegant Engravings plain and colored Scraps, etc. A Descriptive and Critical Catalogue of Works, illustrated by T.
& J. Bewick, Wood BIBLE, that is, The Holy Scriptures conteined in the Olde and New Testament, translatedThe
history of the Morrison Library goes back to 1806 when members of the English v. Plates. Call number : Mor 220.52
B5 G. The Holy Bible, or the books critical, geographical, and etymological wherein are explained the proper names
esq. illustrated with a new and correct set of maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin.Collins, Anthony: An historical and critical
essay on the thirty nine London 1724 [] .. Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society London 1876 [Stanford] The
holy Biblecontaining the old Testament and the new newly translated .. William: The synonymous, etymological, and
pronouncing english dictionaryThe Invisible geography of the world, or An explanation of the Bible : continued by
Psalms, selected from Mr Merricks new version, as performed at St Marys. Church Notes: 2 state exist: one with and
one without the engravers name on p. 1 translated and illustrated with notes historical and critical, by Andrew.Scotland
(Mr. Allans birth-place), as illustrated by her Histo- rians, Poets, Artists, .. 1802. v This elegant edition is ornamented
with vignettes. .. BELL (J.) New Pantheon, or Historical Dictionary of Gods, Demi-gods, . Holy Bible, Ornamented with
Engravings, by James Eittler. Highly Illustrated with Extra Proof Plates.BIBLIA, The Bible that is, the Holy Scripture
of the Olde and New Testament, faithfully and truly 2. Page 6 6 CATALOGUE OF TIHE LIBRARY 1572.-THlE
HOLIE BIBLE .. It contains the Apocrypha, and is illustrated with engravings. Mr. . 17 Questions, geographical,
historical, doctrinal, and practical, &c., by Henry Wilbur.
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